At Cornell, through the generosity of Ken Rotondo, Cornell DVM class of 1975, we
worked with a company called iNovum. Dr. Rotondo is a founding partner of iNovum,
and is here today. iNovum helped us to identify the best way to communicate with our
alumni and friends, to provide them with the information according to their own
preferences, which might make them “feel” like they want to support the Vet College.
The company uses a trademarked method to place individuals into segments based on
their stated as well as their subconscious preferences. The idea is that sometimes
without their knowing it, people have preferences that move them to act in a certain
way.

This process uncovers those preferences and identifies for us the key phrases and
concepts or themes that might move people within a certain segment to make a gift, as
well as those which would actively deter them from making a gift.
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The first step in working with iNovum was to develop a survey to send to alumni and to
friends.
To develop the survey, the Cornell development and communications staff
brainstormed to create 32 statements we thought might resonate with alumni, and 32
different ones for friends, to motivate them to make a gift. Here is a sample of
messages for our friends.
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Using those statements, iNovum built two different surveys, one we sent to alumni and
one to friends, asking people how they “feel” about, and how likely they would be to
donate, based on the statements that appear randomly on each of numerous screens.
Here’s the front page of the survey, explaining the process.
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Statements are randomized throughout the survey, and by the magic of “mind
genomics” as iNovum calls it, the survey-taker is revealing his or her preferences
though the action of moving through the screens and indicating how the statements as
a group make them likely to donate and …[next slide]
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…how they make them “feel.”

These screens continue with statements selected at random for about 10 minutes. At
each screen the survey-taker is asked to respond to the statements as a group.
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From the results of the survey, an algorithm identifies the statements that rose to the
top for each constituent group.
From this, iNovum then built a very short “typing tool” which we sent to those alumni
and friends who didn’t fill out the survey.
Responding to the questions on the typing tool places you in one of the three segments
in your constituent group.
In order to type and this segment alumni and friends who did not respond to either
tools, iNovum used demographic and giving data we provided to compare those who
were typed to those who were not.
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All alumni and friends were segmented into one of three groups, whose titles are based
on those statements that resonated the most with that group. Within each segment
are statements that resonate highly, and those which should be avoided.
Here is an example of am alumni segment. See the green? Those are positive
statements we should use in our messaging to that group. The red are statements or
themes to avoid.
The types of positive statements and the overall themes that emerged for alumni were
quite different from those for friends, and 90% of all friends fell into one segment:
“Intense animal lovers.” For this group the human-animal bond is paramount. Alumni
were more evenly split among the three segments which I’ll show you.
In using the information this year, we made a point of assuring that alumni and friends
received very different letters. Within the alumni segment, we inserted three unique
paragraphs, or sent three different letters for each of our five mailings this year.
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We put this to the test most starkly with our final mailing of the year, where we
selected images and words based strongly on the segment’s preferences.
Here is our final reminder mailing (sent beginning of June). This went to alumni in
segment #1: Education for the love of animals.
The short statement on the back of the card was taken directly from among the top
positive statements in that segment.
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Here is segment #2: Keep Cornell #1.
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Here is segment #3: Support innovative leadership.

These alumni seem to value Cornell’s place of stature in biomedical research.
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Here is our friends segment.

Friends love animals, and many of them they love their Cornell vet, so we tried to get
both in here.
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[Read the slide]

Caveat in attributing all of these results to the segmentation, as our mailing results
have improved every year. But still we learned a lot in going through the process.
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